Workplace
Products

Screens and Barriers

for Workplaces

SAFE

SCREENS AND BARRIERS
FOR WORKPLACES

PROTECT YOUR TEAM FROM COUGHS AND SNEEZES WITH SAFE-T SCREENS
All panel options feature naturally anti-microbial materials that can
be easily and repeatedly disinfected without damaging the screens.

■ CLEAR PLEXIGLASS

Side & Front Panels

Floor Standing Mobile Divider

X-Shape

Executive Folding

Transaction Screen
with Metal Supports

■ FROSTED ACRYLIC

Side & Front Panels

Protect people working in close proximity by

■ PET

adding screens permanently attached to

DESK MOUNTED

the worksurfaces. Removable C-clamp with
adjustable hand screw under table can be
used on the edges.

Side & Front Panels

Privacy & Modesty Screens

Sliding Desk Divider

LOW-FLAMMABLE POLYCARBONATE MATERIAL IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
Call Customer Service for a quote 678-879-0777 or email CustomerService@specialT.net

specialt.net
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888.705.0777
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Safeguard your team by extending the height of
existing cubicles with Clear Plexiglass or Frosted

CUBICLE PANEL MOUNTED

specialt.net

Acrylic screens mounted on top of panels.
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Separate individual workstations in open plan
office with desking systems. The desk divider slots

DESK DIVIDER

into place and grips the worksurface creating a

Universal brackets fit all panel sizes without any

wellness barrier, privacy protection and sound

damage.

reduction.

888.705.0777
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Protect employees, students, and teachers in
breakrooms, cafeterias, conference areas,
Create a separation barrier on counters, desks

FREE STANDING

high-traffic areas, and places where people

X-SHAPE

and worksurfaces with free-standing divider

congregate. Easy assembly – simply remove

panels. No installation required.

plastic film and lock pieces together.
Available for 36”- 60” round or square tables as
well as 24” x 72” and 30” x 72”.

specialt.net
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Prevent viruses and bacteria from spreading
in open space areas with clear room dividers.

guests from viruses while engaging in face-

When placed between workstations, meeting

to-face interactions. Clear plexiglass allows

EXECUTIVE FOLDING

specialt.net

Help protect your employees, customers, and

for crystal clear visibility without impeding
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areas, or breakroom tables, people can feel

FLOOR STANDING

safer and more protected. The 75” high floor-

effective communication. The screen can

standing dividers are 34” or 43” wide. They are

be easily placed on any flat surface, moved

equipped with locking casters and can be

around, or folded when not in use.

easily moved between different areas.

888.705.0777
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FRONT AND SIDE PANELS
SPECIFICATIONS
■ Front Panels: 48”L, 60”L or 72”L
■ Side Panels: 22”L or 28”L
■ Height: 14”H or 24”H
■ Custom Sizes
■ Compatible with 1” – 1.25” tops

ATTACHMENT OPTIONS
STANDARD CLAMP

Securely attach screens to
a work surface with screws
to avoid movement and
repositioning.

TMB G2

C-CLAMP

Add wellness screens to existing furniture
without causing permanent damage. Screens
with TMB G2 brackets can be easily moved and
reconfigured by users in self-directed spaces to
insure autonomy and protection. Add heavyduty double-sided tape to temporarily affix to
a flat surface.

UNIVERSAL U-BRACKET

FREE STANDING FOOT

Extend the height of any cubicle
panel with an expandable
universal U-Bracket.

With a free-standing foot, the
screen can be easily moved
anywhere in the workplace. Add
heavy-duty double-sided tape to
temporarily attach the screen to a
flat surface.

Small size fits
1.875” – 2.75” wide panels
Large size fits
2.75” – 4.75” wide panels

A free-standing transaction screen is suitable
for a myriad of solutions, from reception desks,

Easily
removable
C-Clamp
attaches with
an adjustable
hand-screw
under the table
and keeps
the screens
secure around
table edges.
Compatible
with 1” - 1.25”
thick work
surfaces.

Attach screens to a metal surface
with optional earth magnets inset
into the foot for a level connection.

meeting areas, to POS stations, and can be
easily added to any flat surface. The upright

TRANSACTION SCREEN

TOP ALINGMENT BRACKETS

metal brackets support 36” x 40” plexiglass
and provide a sleek and simplistic design

Top Alignment Brackets maintain alignment and add stability to Clear Plexiglass and Frosted Acrylic screens.

with maximum stability. 6” x 18” pass-through
window allows papers and small items to pass
from person to person.

180˚ CONNECTOR

specialt.net
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90˚ CONNECTOR

T-CONNECTOR
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X-CONNECTOR

COLORS

CLEANING & CARE

CLEAR PLEXIGLASS, POLYCARBONATE,
ACRYLIC, AND FROSTED ACRYLIC

CLEAR PLEXIGLASS
OR POLYCARBONATE

FROSTED ACRYLIC
Clear Plexiglass, Acrylic, and Frosted Acrylic are durable materials
that require minimal maintenance. Regular care should consist of
normal wipe-cleaning with a soft rag or towel. Pay special attention
to avoid scratching the surface.
CAUTION
Using window cleaner, ammonia products, bleach, or other
chemical sprays on Acrylic, Plexiglas or Lucite can cause scratches
or damages. If there is any adhesive or sticky substance on the
surface, DO NOT use any solvents.

Clear

Clean with a nonabrasive acrylic cleaner, such as Brillianize or Novus
No. 1. It leaves a lustrous shine that resists fogging, repels dust, and
eliminates static. Novus also offers a Fine Scratch Remover (Novus
#2) that removes fine scratches, haziness, and abrasions from most
plastics. For heavy scratches, use the Heavy Scratch Remover (Novus
#3) which removes heavy scratches and abrasions from most acrylic
surfaces. For an on-hand alternative, a solution of mild dish soap and
water works well too.

Frosted

PET

STOCK COLOR

OPTIONAL COLORS*

PET S C R EEN S
Gray

Cream

Periwinkle

Silver

Yellow

Orange

Blush

Lime

Blue

Cocoa

Navy

Ash

Black

*Extended lead time and additional charges apply.
Call Customer Service for pricing 888-705-0777.

PET can be safely cleaned with most non-abrasive cleaners, like:
■ Disinfecting wipes
■ Disinfecting sprays
■ Mild soap
■ Bleach solution: 1/3 cup of bleach per 1 gallon of water
Follow the bleach manufacturer’s instructions for application and
proper ventilation. Never mix household bleach with ammonia or
any other cleanser.

Follow manufacturer’s instructions for application and proper ventilation. Never mix household bleach with ammonia or any other cleanser.

Call Customer Service for a quote 678-879-0777 or email CustomerService@specialT.net
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TABLES, BASES & ACCESSORIES
888.705.0777
Configure and price online at SpecialT.net
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